GATEWAY ROUNDUP

Can Museums
Measure Up?

Three U.S. Department of
Energy Gateway museum
demonstrations indicate that
some LED products can hold
their own vs. traditional sources.
But due diligence is critical when
sifting through the offerings

BY JAMES BRODRICK

M

useums rank among the most demanding

ist’s carefully chosen palette into something drab or

and exacting of all lighting applications.

garish. Despite a wide range in the performance of the

Visitors come from far and wide to see

LED lighting products currently on the market, we’re

the exhibits, which must be displayed in

beginning to see some that can be considered serious

the best possible light, literally as well as figuratively.

contenders for high-end applications and may even be

This means they must not only be easy to see, inter-

preferred over their traditional counterparts.

pret, understand and appreciate—all the way down

Gateway demonstrations of replacement lamps at

to the smallest detail—but also look as attractive as

three different museums bear this out, while also em-

their artists and creators intended. The long-term

phasizing the importance of patience, due diligence

damage that light can inflict on artwork and artifacts

and tough-minded rigor in sifting through the vast ar-

complicates matters even further—as does the fact

ray of LED lighting products out there. The payoff can

that these objects come in a variety of shapes, sizes,

be worth it, because in addition to the energy savings,

colors and textures, all of which can impact the light-

many LED products have long lifetimes, which can be

ing equation.

a big advantage in museums, where lighting mainte-

That said, LED lighting products that can’t pass

nance may be especially costly and disruptive. There’s

muster on characteristics such as color rendering,

also the matter of HVAC load: Not only do LEDs gen-

color temperature, and appropriate beam intensity and

erate less ambient heat than incandescent lamps, but

spread won’t be considered for use in museum set-

a rule of thumb is that every watt of lighting energy

tings, regardless of how energy efficient they might be.

saved reduces the air-conditioning load by one-third of

And since solid-state lighting (SSL) is still an emerg-

a watt, which in a museum’s carefully controlled ther-

ing technology there’s no lack of LED products on the

mal environment can make a big difference.

market that fall short of the mark on those parameters.

Reports on these three GATEWAY demonstrations will

But even at this relatively early stage of the game,

be posted online at www.ssl.energy.gov/gatewaydemos.

it would be a mistake to conclude that SSL is fit only

html after the data have been collected and analyzed.

for “plain-Jane” applications such as warehouses and
parking lots, and that it will inevitably transform an art-
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Artwork illuminated with LEDs at the Smithsonian American Art Museum.

Beam Spreads and Energy

of light similar to what he’s accustomed to in the museum’s galler-

THE SMITHSONIAN

ies. From that group, he selected a combination of different lamp

A

Gateway demonstration is underway at two Smithsonian

types from CRS Electronics, Solais, OptiLED, MSI and Philips to

museums in Washington D.C: the Smithsonian American

replace the incumbent incandescent lamps.

Art Museum and its branch for contemporary craft, the

In the galleries, Rosenfeld relies on a creative mix of wall washing

Renwick Gallery. Smithsonian American Art Museum lighting

and spotlighting to show off the artwork. But because of consider-

designer Scott Rosenfeld is careful to explain that he finds noth-

able variation in the kinds of objects on display, it’s not a “one light-

ing wrong with the performance of the incumbent lighting there,

ing size fits all” situation. Instead, a wide range of beam spreads are

which consists entirely of incandescent lamps (primarily halogen).

needed, depending on the artwork and the size of the wall behind it.

In fact, he says, those lamps do a very good job lighting the art-

Several years ago, Rosenfeld assessed one of the best LED replace-

work to the best possible effect. His concern is their inordinate

ment lamps available at the time, but found the 20-deg beam spread

consumption of electricity.

to be too narrow for wall washing and too wide for most spotlighting

While Rosenfeld, who chairs the IES Museum Lighting Commit-

applications. But the technology has progressed so much since then

tee, would like to cut back on that consumption, the high level of

that he decided to try LED products in two different galleries at each

performance from incandescent products is non-negotiable. Two

of the museum’s buildings.

other energy-efficient lighting technologies he considered, fluo-

In three of those galleries—the early modernism gallery and the

rescent and metal halide, couldn’t match that performance, so as

Luce Foundation Center for American Art at the Smithsonian Ameri-

part of this Gateway study, he tested dozens of LED lamps from 12

can Art Museum’s main building, and a contemporary craft gallery at

different manufacturers, looking closely at color rendering, color

its Renwick Gallery—the incumbent lighting has been replaced en-

uniformity, intensity and distribution. Rosenfeld found a wide

tirely by LED lamps. In the fourth, the Renwick Gallery’s Grand Salon,

range of performance in those products—from very poor, to so-

LED lamps are used in only about one-fourth of the fixtures because

so, to quite good. Those in the latter category provided a quality

of the size of the room— the ceiling is more than 34-ft high— and the
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Table 1. Luce Center Lighting Power Density (in watts per sq ft)

Source

Lamp Type

Output W

Quantity

Total Wattage

Lighting Power Density

Halogen

MR-16

50

70

3,500

2.9

MR-16

6

90

540

0.5

LED

Replacement
Source: DOE pre-analysis, Gateway demonstration program

fact that Rosenfeld didn’t find any LED products that could replace

Preserving Color

the existing 250-W incandescent spot and flood lamps.

GETTY CONSERVATION INSTITUTE

The LED products he selected for the demonstration include replacements for PAR30s, PAR38s and MR16s. Finding LED lamps with
the proper distribution was his biggest challenge, especially those
with wide beams (between 35 and 50 deg) and narrow beams (4 to

T

he main focus of a Gateway demonstration underway at the
Getty Conservation Institute in Los Angeles is on how SSL
compares with traditional lighting in terms of the damage it can

inflict on artwork and artifacts. Senior scientist Jim Druzik is moni-

6 deg). But after searching the marketplace, he found LED products

toring an exhibition of Holy Land photographs at the J. Paul Getty

that range in beam angle from 4 deg up to 54 deg. Rosenfeld says

Museum taken between the 1840s and the early 1900s. The photos—

most museum lighting designers don’t realize that there’s that much

albumen prints with a very subtle pinkish tinge—are highly light

variety in the beam angles of LED lamps on the market, and that the

sensitive, which makes them fitting subjects for a study of this kind.

performance along other parameters is sometimes good enough for

The halogen PAR38 lamps that are normally used in the museum’s

use in museum settings.

high-ceilinged photo exhibition hall were replaced by Cree LRP-38

Rosenfeld stresses that his goal in replacing incandescent lamps
with LED retrofit products is not to “wow” visitors with a totally new

LED lamps, with Druzik monitoring the color changes of selected
photographs every two weeks.

lighting experience, but rather to save energy while providing light-

In addition, Druzik is conducting standard radiometric accelerat-

ing so similar to what was there before that no one will notice any

ed-aging tests comparing two different LED lamps with their halo-

change. Preliminary results are promising: Rosenfeld and his col-

gen counterpart. The procedure involves exposing a number of high-

leagues are pleased with the way the LED lamps are performing in

ly sensitive colorants to light and removing samples on a periodic

the gallery where early modernist artworks are on display, the first

schedule for color measurement. In this manner it’s possible to begin

place they were installed and the only one of the four galleries to be

realistically assessing the potential for LED light damage.

assessed at the time of this writing.

Among the colorants are the three most sensitive International

As for energy savings, Rosenfeld has made detailed projections for

Organization for Standardization (ISO) “Blue Wools.” The ISO “Blue

both galleries in the Smithsonian American Art Museum. He expects

Wool tests” are used by conservators to determine the amount of

the early modernism gallery’s lighting power density to be reduced

light exposure at a given location and lighting scenario. They involve

from 3.9 watts per sq ft to 1 watt per sq ft with the LED lighting, and the

measuring the degree of fading in eight swatches of wool, each one

Luce Center’s to be reduced from 2.9 watts per sq ft to 0.5 watt per sq

colored with a different mixture of blue dyes that fade at a known

ft (Table 1). Overall, the switch to LEDs in the two galleries is expected

rate when exposed to light. The light dose can be estimated by how

to reduce energy consumption in all four galleries by nearly 75 percent.

much the wool samples fade over a given period of time, based on the

There are other benefits. For example, a large glass piece on dis-

known fading rate for light sources with and without an ultraviolet

play at the Renwick Gallery requires so much incandescent wattage

component to the spectrum. Including the three most sensitive ISO

to light that it nearly exceeds maximum recommended connected

blue wools along with the other 16 colorants gives researchers the

load levels, whereas switching to LED lamps will allow for greater

ability to calibrate these dosimeters in the future, if their responses

luminance while still reducing the overall wattage.

are found to be different for LEDs than for standard halogen lighting.
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in addition to the dyes used in the first three blue wool swatches,
six of 16 dyes known to have been available and used by artists in
the past actually faded somewhat more slowly under LEDs than
under halogens (Table 2). While these tests haven’t yet been completed, the results so far are encouraging and suggest that LEDs
pose no more of a fading risk to artwork than do halogen sources.
Druzik notes that of the various dyes he’s studying, none are
fading faster under LEDs than under the halogen control. He hastens to add that, compared to earlier LEDs, the reduced peak in the

Photo: The Getty Conservation Institute

short-wavelength region from the blue LED chip in current warmTable 2. 880,000 Lux Hours of Exposure to Two LED Sources Compared to
Halogen at 11,000 Lux †

Name

Type

ISO Blue Wool 1-3 		

LED Fading Rate
All Slower

Japanese Dye

Slower

Zakuro

Japanese Dye

No Different

Kihada

Japanese Dye

No Different

Weld

European Dye

No Different

Old Fustic

European Dye

No Different

Onion Skin

European Dye

No Different

Annatto

European Dye

No Different

Safflower

Japanese Dye

Slower

Sappan wood

Japanese Dye

Slower

Erythrosine B

Modern

No Different

Rose Bengal

Modern

Slower

Tartrazine

Modern

No Different

for the most successful LED lamp options and recalibrate the Blue

Patent Blue

Modern

Slower

Wool test for LED lamps accordingly. The two LED products being

Crystal Violet

Modern

No Different

Rhoduline

Modern

No Different

Rhodamine B

Modern

Slower

Photo: J. Paul Getty Museum

Ukon
Measuring color fading on photographs exposed to LED light.

LEDs have not faded Holy Land photos at the Getty museum.

Since SSL is such a new technology and the spectral power distribution of light sources varies, its fading risks have not yet been
determined, so one of Druzik’s goals is to determine those risks

evaluated are an MR16 retrofit manufactured by CRS Electronics,
and a custom-designed source made by Xicato.
The work is still preliminary, and measurements have only been
conducted up to one million lux-hours’ exposure, but what Druzik
has found to date is that most of the dyes fade at the same rate, re-

Source: The Getty Conservation Institute

gardless of which light source is being assessed, no doubt due to

† A dye is confirmed as changing color more slowly when the difference

the similarity in the spectral power distribution of the sources. But

exceeds three standard deviations over the mean color difference from the mean.
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white products is probably a major contributing factor to the simi-

Druzik is also impressed by the warranties offered by some SSL

larity in fading rates between LED and halogen. The weaker long-

manufacturers, which extend to color temperature, and he adds

wavelength region may also be contributing to the few colorants

that one warranty he saw guarantees the product to within plus or

that fade more slowly, including the three ISO blue wools. Druzik

minus 100K—a very tight range that’s close to the limit of human

says this should sweep away the concerns that a lot of museums

color perception. If the preliminary results are borne out, Druzik

have had about using LED light sources, since up until now their

believes that the staff of the J. Paul Getty Museum may eventually

effect on art objects was largely unknown. In the future, the Getty

convert all the current halogen track lighting to LED lighting.

Conservation Institute will extend this work to colorants of a more

Aesthetics and Operations

intermediate light sensitivity.
As for the Holy Land photographs, Druzik says the results so far
show no fading whatsoever and indicate that damage caused by
the LED lamps will not be a factor for the life of the exhibit, which
began in March of this year and ends in September. This makes
LED lamps comparable to their halogen counterparts in that regard. Druzik notes that this kind of testing is not often carried

JORDAN SCHNITZER MUSEUM OF ARTUNIVERSITY OF OREGON

A

recent exhibition at the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art
on the campus of the University of Oregon was the site of a
Gateway demonstration in which Cree LRP-38 LED lamps

were substituted for the 90-W halogen lamps normally used to

out because it’s so labor-intensive, which means that the results

illuminate the art in the 4,000-sq ft gallery. The Bonneville Power

should be of great interest to the field at large.

Administration and the Eugene Water and Electric Board also

Although art conservation is the main focus of this particular

participated in the demonstration.

Gateway demonstration, Druzik emphasizes that the underlying mo-

SSL technology was considered an especially good match for

tivation is a desire to save energy and maintenance costs with SSL,

the contextual messages of the artist, Chris Jordan, whose ex-

while maintaining a lighting quality comparable to that of halogen

hibition at the Schnitzer Museum depicted the staggering num-

sources. He reports that as far as lighting quality is concerned, no

bers of everyday products used by Americans and invited fresh

difference has been noticed so far between the two technologies,

thinking about ways to do more with less, and who embraced

and the staff is quite happy with the performance of the LED lamps.

the idea of the exhibition being lighted with LEDs. The objects

Druzik notes, though, that assessing such things as color quality can

on display were high-quality, oversized photographic prints that

be quite subjective, which is why he predicts that there won’t be one

were not considered photosensitive, so fading caused by light

single LED product or brand that emerges as the “winner” that’s pre-

exposure wasn’t a major concern.

ferred by all museums. Instead, museums will opt for products that
suit their own particular tastes and requirements.

Kurt Neugebauer, the museum’s associate director of administration and exhibitions, explains that the LED lamps chosen for

Table 3. Viewing Public’s Assessment of Four Light Sources (percent of respondents with a strong preference)

LED Lamp 1

LED Lamp 2

LED Lamp 3

Halogen Lamp

Overall light
distribution on art

0

23

8

23

Ideal warmness
coolness of light

10

37

12

8

Best lamp for oil
painting

6

25

15

15

Best lamp for blackand-white photo

1

29

14

4

Source: DOE pre-analysis, Gateway demonstration program
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Each of these tableau pairs is illuminated by a different kind of lamp, three
of which are LED products and the fourth a halogen.

Photos: The Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art
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Artwork illuminated with LEDs at the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art.

the demonstration had approximately the same beam spread (20

special lift to access ceilings that are as high as 25 ft in some

deg) as the incumbent halogens (25 deg), which convinced him

galleries. In addition, Neugebauer expects the LED lamps to

to try them. He reports that the goal of finding a more energy-

substantially lighten the load on the HVAC system by reducing

efficient technology that provides the same lighting quality

the size of the heat layer that typically blankets the museum’s

they’ve been getting with halogen products was met in terms

ceilings and causes the air conditioning systems to work harder

of color rendering and color temperature, and appropriate beam

than they otherwise would.

intensity and spread. The LED product was found to be more

In recounting the wide variation in quality he found among the

than adequate in all of these respects, and visitors detected no

LED products considered for the demonstration, and the equally

difference between the LED lighting in the Jordan exhibition and

wide variation in the accuracy of the claims being made for those

the halogen lighting in the adjacent galleries, as evidenced by

products, Neugebauer likens the SSL marketplace to the Wild

the lack of even a single comment received during the exhibit’s

West. But he observes that other lighting technologies that are

three-month tenure.

considered energy efficient are also flawed. As an example, he

In addition, in a smaller gallery, three LED flood lamps (by Cree,

cites fluorescent lighting’s shortcomings when it comes to illu-

Philips and Sylvania) were set up in a row along with a halo-

minating art, noting that it offers no way to adequately control

gen lamp, with each product illuminating three objects: a color

the beam spread, leaves a lot to be desired when it comes to

painting, a black-and-white photo, and a color chart. The four

color rendering and emits considerably more ultraviolet light

lamps were not identified by brand name or type, but were sim-

(especially damaging to artwork) than does incandescent light.

ply labeled “A” through “D,” and visitors were asked to indicate

Neugebauer says the successful demonstration has led him to

which one they preferred, based on the quality of the light (Table

see LED products as viable alternatives to incandescent lighting,

3). One of the LED lamps was preferred by a majority of the mu-

which he views as somewhat antiquated in comparison to the

seum staff and public, although the halogen product got plenty

potential of SSL. ■

of votes, particularly for appropriate light distribution.
The energy savings from lighting the Jordan exhibition with
LEDs instead of halogen lamps was calculated at more than 75
percent. But again, there were other benefits. For example, because of their expected longevity, the LED lamps should be much
cheaper to maintain than the halogens, which require frequent

THE AUTHOR
James Brodrick is the lighting program manager for the U.S.
Department of Energy, Building Technologies Program.

replacement and make changing burned-out bulbs a daily task
for the museum’s maintenance staff, which has to wheel out a
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